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Recommendation  
Discuss and receive input from City Council on possible alternatives for the future of the 
soils temporarily stored on the “Gordo” property. Given the public attention the soils 
received last year, we anticipate several discussions over the next few months in 
anticipation of a Spring remediation plan. 
 
Background 

• Historically, the City negotiated the use of the Richardson Flat Soil Repository to 
dispose of Bevill exempt soils from miscellaneous City infrastructure projects.  

• In 2010, the City’s use of the Richardson Flat Soil Repository was discontinued, and 
the City needed to find an alternative soil disposal pathway. 

• With approval from the Utah Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and 
acknowledgment from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the City 
temporarily stored 34,000 cubic yards of Bevill exempt soil at the Gordo property. At 
the same time, the City worked to regain access to the Richardson Flat Soil 
Repository or develop another disposal method.  

• In 2021, the City initiated a public process to identify a longer-term solution for the 
Bevill exempt soils temporarily stored at the Gordo property and consider an 
expanded soils storage strategy for other City infrastructure projects. 

• The proposed project included permitting the Gordo property as a permanent soil 
repository with Utah Department of Waste Management and Radiation Control 
(DWMRC) to permanently store the soils on site and receive soils from other City 
projects (affordable housing, cultural district, tunnels, etc.).  

o DWMRC supported the project and worked with the City to complete the 
appropriate permit application.  

• After a very vocal public comment period against locating an open facility, the City 
withdrew the permit application in favor of seeking alternative solutions. 

• In November 2021, DWMRC requested a plan of action, and several meetings have 
taken place with City staff and the Mayor to identify and consider alternative 
solutions. 

• For example, we reengaged with the EPA (attempting to access the Richardson Flat 
Soil Repository), DWMRC, other landfills, trucking companies, and other regulatory 
entities. 

• Working with the DWMRC, we aim to restart a public process to responsibly 
remediate the Gordo property. 

 
Options 
After careful consideration and close coordination with environmental regulators, we 
recommend three alternatives for Council and community consideration: 



1. Haul contaminated Bevill exempt soils off the property to a Class D permitted 
landfill. 

2. Permit Gordo as a Utah DEQ Soils Repository and immediately close the facility 
after meeting all regulatory and environmental requirements; or 

3. Redevelop Gordo through the Voluntary Clean Up program with either the Utah 
Department of Response and Remediation (DERR) or the DWMRC. 

 
Option 1: Haul Soil 
The City currently has an account with the Wasatch Regional Landfill operated by 
Republic to dispose of soil from within the City’s soils ordinance. The current tipping fee 
is $42 for Beville exempt soil with Republic Services. Utah landfills are permitted to 
receive Beville exempt soil as daily cover for landfill operations, and two landfills have 
already expressed an interest in our soil. The prices are $14.50/ton and $20/ton, which 
significantly lowers disposal costs.  
 
However, hauling (trucking) costs are the largest proportion of the cost estimates for this 
type of project, not the disposal. In addition, removing the Bevill exempt soils stored at 
Gordo would require additional environmental insurance, estimated at $100K-$300K, for 
10 years of coverage.  
 
Option 1 Analysis 
The Gordo site was always intended to be a temporary storage location. This option 
rectifies the situation by removing approximately 52,500 tons of Beville exempt soil. A 
2021 evaluation estimated that it would take roughly 4,000 truckloads over a 4–6-month 
period to remove the soil. The site would also require best management practices to 
control dust and erosion. Finally, approximately 900-1,400 tons of CO2 would be 
generated through hauling, depending on the distance to the landfill. Once the soil is 
removed, the site would be available for redevelopment. 
 
Figure 1 
Project Costs Estimates:  

Description Total Cost 

Site Improvements/Hauling 2021 
Estimate 

$2,614,000  

Environmental Insurance $300,000 

Soil Disposal @ 14.50/Ton $3,921,117 

Soil Disposal @ 20/Ton $4,235,717 

 
Option 2: Reengage DEQ and complete soil repository permit 
Consider a focused and time-limited approach to remediate the soils on-site using the 
existing environmental permitting programs under the Utah DEQ. In contrast to the 
approach previously rejected by the community, this approach would instead only deal 
with the soils currently stored on site and eliminate the several-year window of active 
tipping activity as previously contemplated.   
 
In other words, this option would quickly and responsibly deal with the soils on site by 
capping the soils in place and eliminating the need for trucking and hauling costs.  
 

https://deq.utah.gov/division-environmental-response-remediation
https://deq.utah.gov/division-waste-management-radiation-control
https://parkcity.municipalcodeonline.com/book?type=ordinances#name=11-15_Park_City_Landscaping_And_Maintenance_Of_Soil_Cover


Option 2 Analysis 
The soils temporarily stored on Gordo meet Park City Municipal Ordinance 11-15, 
commonly referred to as the City’s “soils ordinance.” However, the site does not comply 
with Utah State Admin Code R315-302. This option would bring the site into compliance 
by immediately closing the repository after completing environmental site remediation, 
and not allowing any new soils to be brought to the site.  
 
This option would meet all DEQ requirements, use environmental and engineering best 
management practices, and keep the soils closer to their origin (Park City). The property 
would likely look how it does today but with greater environmental controls, such as a 
liner and groundwater monitoring wells. Once a permit was obtained, and the site met 
all requirements of DEQ, the facility would immediately close and have strict oversight 
about future uses.  
 
Cost 
The cost for the project would be approximately $1,917,000.  This option only looks at 
completing the permitting requirements with DEQ and closing the facility immediately. 
No new soil would be disposed or brought to the site. Closing the facility immediately 
and not moving additional soils are important differences from the previous concept. 
Under the previous concept, soils from the Bonanza Park/Cultural District project and 
other areas, such as future housing and transportation projects, would have been 
moved to the site over several years.  
 
Option 3: Redevelopment – Community Benefit Project 
Cities and towns across the country and state often utilize environmental cleanups as 
catalysts for community redevelopment, economic development, or transportation and 
infrastructure projects. For example, numerous examples of permanently capped soil 
repositories already exist within our community – Old Town Transit Center, Park City 
Heights, and the Mayflower Resort have capped repositories. 
 
The community redevelopment alternative would likely require hauling some soil to an 
offsite landfill but leave most in place to accommodate a future community project. 
Examples from other communities include parks and playgrounds, schools, and mixed-
use developments. In our case, one might consider an extension of Quinn’s recreation 
campus facilities, transportation infrastructure (park and ride), or affordable housing. 
 
Option 3 Analysis 
Two regulatory programs allow for community redevelopment: the Voluntary Clean Up 
program (DERR) and the Environmental Cleanup program (DWMRC). Both allow 
organizations to responsibly manage existing soils on-site while redeveloping. The most 
notable VCP we have is the Old Town Transit Center.  There, soils are capped on-site 
with 1’ of cover, and DERR visits every two years to inspect. More recently, the Park 
City Heights developer, Ivory Homes, completed a VCP within the residential 
subdivision in 2016. The completed site management plans for both the Old Town 
Transit Center and Park City Heights projects can be Found here. 
 
The Environmental Cleanup (EC) program is similar to the VCP program. Examples in 
other cities and towns include a former dry cleaner site in Murray and a Geneva Steel 
plant in Vineyard. The VCP has a longer and more detailed application process, but it 

https://deq.utah.gov/environmental-response-and-remediation/cercla-comprehensive-environmental-response-compensation-and-liability-act/voluntary-cleanup-program
https://deq.utah.gov/environmental-response-and-remediation/cercla-comprehensive-environmental-response-compensation-and-liability-act/voluntary-cleanup-program
https://deq.utah.gov/waste-management-and-radiation-control/environmental-cleanup-program
http://eqedocs.utah.gov/SpecialSrchs.aspx?SSName=DERR_CERCLA_CofC


allows a transfer of the certificate of completion to a new owner. The EC is less 
cumbersome at the outset, but the assurances do not transfer, making it a viable option 
for institutional property owners like local and state governments. 
 
Engaging in a VCP/EC on Gordo would protect the environment and public health while 
turning what is now an environmental liability into a community asset. The cost of a 
VCP/ED is difficult to estimate but likely less than hauling due to the accompanying 
redevelopment. DWMRC believes the Gordo property is an appropriate location for safe 
and thoughtful environmental remediation that propels a community benefit. 
 
Recommendation 
Given the considerable community input and opposition to an active soil repository 
within Park City, the project Team recommends that Council carefully consider the three 
alternatives laid out above, as well as a public engagement program. 
 
Funding  
The FY23 budget includes $4,043,377 in CIP funds to help offset future soil remediation 
costs. 
 
Exhibits 
A Gordo Remediation Options PowerPoint Presentation  


